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Its been some time now that, I have been telling you about the various new mobiles which are
coming in to the market, and there is no doubt to the fact that every company has tried there real
best to provide some of the best products to their clients (as no body want's to loss a valuable client
of there's), but than also there are few products which are more successful as compared to others.
And the reason is quite simple to understand that is, 'the goodwill' of that company.

When ever we talk about such companies which not only providing some of the best products to
there customers, but are also earning a huge level of goodwill for themselves 'Samsung' is a name
which comes into my mind and attached to it comes its various products which have been recently
launched by the company. In fact it would not be wrong to say that lately this company have
introduced a full new range of mobile phones which are there with a facility of dual SIM, which
means you donâ€™t have to carry two mobile all together. But the one which is like by me is new
Samsung star 3 duos.

'elegant yet stylish ' these are the words I would like to use for this new mobile phone known as
'Samsung star 3 duos' in the market from the company  Samsung.

Now moving further on the features of the same..

If we look on to the key features of this mobile phone, we will find that it comes with a 3 inch
capacitive touch screen which works amazing well just with a touch and supports QVGA resolution
of 240 x320 pixels, a 3 mega pixel camera which will allow you to room free without carrying a extra
load of  a digital camera when ever you are out on your trips.

The dimensions in which this Samsung mobile phone is available in the market is of 58 x 102 x 11.5
mm only also the weighs of this mobile phone is only  95 g therefore there is no such problem in
carrying this handset for a longer period of time.

Battery life of various mobile phones which are there in the market  is one thing which is of prior
importance these days, but you donâ€™t have to worry  at all when we are talking about new Samsung
star 3 duos as this handset is coming with a 1000 mAh Li-Ion battery which provides a talk time of
up to 14 hours (now you can continue your long chat with out any interruptions).

Now after all the above descriptions, if you are looking for some more details related this handset
then you can take help of various online shopping websites in india as these can help you in getting
some of the latest information related to new Samsung star 3 duos.
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